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Report Background

flhc following report is based on the findings of cross-country consultations conducted b>'the Centre for Innovation in Corporate Responsibility (CICR), in collaboration with the
Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Devetopment.

The purpose of this report is to provide recommendat ions based on these consultations by
which DFAIT and the Canadian Federal Govemment can act as a catalyst to encourage,
support and reward further positive corporate sustainabilit>' efforts through enhancemnents
to Canada's foreign policy.

The report also outlines basic findings regarding the positive role of Canadian companies
in contributing to democratic development and citizen participation in developing
countries through their commitment to sustainable development and stakeholder
engagement in corporate decision-making.

Consultations involved roundtable discussions and one-on-one interviews with forty-twoparticipants outlined in Appendix Il. While the primar>' focus was on the private sector
(twenty-eight participants), the research also involved participants from civil societ>'
groups, academia, government agencies and youth. The guiding questions for the
roundtables and interviews can be found in Appendix 1.

The Centre for Innovation in Corporate Responsibilit>' works in partnership with business
to enhance business performance through sociali>' and environ-mentally responsible
business practices. CICR specializes in international, and particular>' developing
country, corporate responsibilit>' management. CICR provides training and consulting
services to businesses in the development of stakeholder engagement managementsystems and Sustainability management systems, conducts research and consultations toprovide program and policy recommendations for the Canadian govermnent, andprovides services to NGOs relating to the development of business-NGO partnerships,
codes of conduct and corporate funding criteria.

S e pte b er 2 0 0 fe p t. o f F o re ig nl A ffa irsCentre for Innovation in Corporate Responsibilit>' Min. des Affaires étrangères
Telephone: (613) 276-6080 JAN'A00
Fax: (613) 563-9218
Resource Centre: wwvw.triplebottomline.com ,ut
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Executive Summary
Overall, participants agree that a sustainable approach in the developing world simply makesgood business sense and that sustainabilizy - maxirnizing economic value-added as well associetal and environmental value-added - is flot just about protecting value, but about creatingvalue. There is consensus arnong companies that a need exîsts to broaden the focus on corporateresponsibility beyond solely business to include other stakeholder groups - at home and abroad.There is also consensus that any unilateral Canadian legisiation would flot be the best meaus ofcontributing to sustainable development at this time. There are differing opinions in ternis ofwhat kind of organized approach makes the most sense to promote sustainable practices, or howto best strike the balance between the desire for independent market-led innovation and the needfor application of externat pressures beyond the market to influence marginal players.
With respect to competitive advantage regarding sustainable practices in the global marketplace,there is agreement that Canadian companies are currently well positioned, aibeit in anincreasingly competitive environment. Canadian companies highlight their perceived 'lack of anagenda' as a key acivantage as compared to their American or European couniterparts. In addition,a high willingness to engage with stakeholders is supported by a generally high quality ofCanadian engagement with stakeholders. Concern for reputation is a key motivator that kcepsCanadian companies ahead of the competition as well as a strong willingness to transfer, to share,and to promote Canadian practices with local stakeholders.
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Consultation Findings

Globalisation - Transformation - Engagement - Sustainability

In a rapidly expanding global economy, there are growing tensions regarding the powerof business in terms of economic, social and environmental impact and in ternis ofsharing leadership to create a more just and sustainable world. These tensions are.growing out of a broader transformation crossing economic, political, and socialinstitutions - expanding capital markets, pressure for ethical behavior from increasinglyskeptical consumers, the civil backlash against the disparate outcomes of globalisation,the rapid growth and speed of global communications, and the suspicion that business isbecoming too powerfui anîd meddling with the historical terrain of federal andinternational governing bodies.

This is particularly sensitive in the operations of international companies in thedeveloping world. The cross-Canada consultations of this research determined that in thecourse of their day to day operations in the developing world, companies interviewed areincreasingly seeking ways to further improve economic and social conditions within theirspheres of influence - building infrastructures, transferring technology and providingservices required for citizen participation and democratic development. Critical to thisprocess is the practice of engaging stakeholders - local communities, employees,business partners, governments, clients, NGO's and others affected by the company - incorporate decision-making. lnvestment in stakeholder engagement is expected to deliverreturns of sustainable value creation across the societal, economie and enviromnentaldimensions, benefiting the company, the community, and the developing country.



Sustainability is Not Just Protecting Value - It is About Creating Value

Companies indicate there is a high degree and variety of innovation with respect to
corporate responsibility initiatives in different industries at this time. In general, the
fundamental shift in corporate thinking currently underway is a shift from perceiving
corporate responsibility as a cost centre to embracing sustainable practices as a
significant and stili largely untapped source of value generation. The 'save today, pay
later' approach is increasingly recognized as an unsustainable and expensive strategy
when it cornes to the cost of operational restructuring down the road (for example re-
fitting a facility or cleaning up environmental damage) or the costs of rcbuilding a
corporate reputation or regaining stakeholder trust. This shift in thinking is driving
companies to innovate on a global level, to set standards for international practices, and
to stay ahead in the global competitive arena. The implication is that government action
need flot focus solely on negative or punitive approaches, but indeed may find the
grcatest receptivity and maximized impact througb influencing positive approaches.



superior alternative would be an approach that succeeded in acting as a catalyst for
further corporate sustainability in a way that maximizes Canadian corporate contributions
to sustainable development and their overali positive impact on the global economy' s
transition to sustainability.

Where Companies Disagreed

What KJnd of 'Orgyanised' Approach Makes the Most Sense?

While there was agreement that there is a need for a more 'organised' approach topromoting sustainable practices and increasing stakeholder engagement, there is lack of abroader consensus in terms of what a more organised approach would look like, whatincentives would be meaningfial to companies, and what kinds of timelines for regulation
- if required - would make sense. Many companies believed the best approach would becontinuing to innovate and develop leading international practices ahead of the market,while others believed that this could be complimented by guidelines, shared learning andstronger incentives to promote broader sustainable development and stakeholder
management practices. Companies indicate that while they stood by their own efforts andcommitments, they acknowledged a wide variety of application of these practicesgenerally - positive and 'negative - in the operations of Canadian companies in the
developing world.

Independent nnovation Critical

While there is some level of expectation amongst some companies of eventuallegisiation, those companies seeking to innovate independently believe it is importantthat they first be given the space to build effective management and measurementsystems. Many believe their practices in these areas are well ahead of Canadianstandards, but even if the government wanted to legisiate time is required to ensure thatstrong management and measurement systems are in place prior to any leizislation. There



influence more Canadian companies to integrate these practices into their operations
today. Some suggestions have been raised with respect to setting specific parameters on
obtaining financial support to help influence t he focus of international corporate practices
in a positive direction. Models cited included CIDA and World Bank projects, that require
certain amounts of financing be spent and actions taken on addressing environmental
issues, social development, etc. The influence of financial institutions and investors (and
consumers, including governînents) is also perceived as an important leverage point to
encourage action by a broader spectrum of Canadian companies.

The Canadian Competitive Advantage

Companies consulted believe that in order to remain competitive in the global
marketplace, attention to responsible corporate practices simply makes good business
sense - for their shareholders, for their stakeholders, for their reputation, and for
sustainable markets of the future. Democratic development and citizen participation are
seen as integral to developing a strong world market and stable social order.
Consultations indicate that the unique Canadian competitive advantage is based in part
on prior experience inside Canada regarding First Nations community negotiations and
multicultural sensitivity', as well as on the strength and reputation of Canadian
institutional moclels (legal, environmental, participative approach, etc). I addition,
contiriuing sensitivity to the application of 'Canadian Values' in the international sphere
is an important factor in building trust that leads to competitive advantage.

As other countries are actively working to develop competitive advantages in these
practices, companies believe it is important that Governnent flot develop restrictive
actions that may weaken Canadian competitive advantages as outlined below. Perceived
competitive advantages include a 'lack of baggage', concern for reputation, a democratic



A Polie 1 of Engagement

Canadian companies tend to bring a policy of engagement in general, and are seen to beprepared and willing to act as facilitators, flot as 'dictators', of a project or operations'development. This willingness to, create the space to devetop trust and relationships, forinnovation and local input, demonstrates respect for the authority and the autonomy atboth senior and local levels of the host govemment, and for the local citizens. Manycompanies believe Canada's role as a second tier power actually plays to advantage withrespect to experience in seeking consensus. Canadian companies are also perceived tofocus on helping to provide resources and opportunities for local citizens to govern, asopposed to acting as a replacement for local governrent. Adherence to this demnocratiemindset is bel ieved to corne from the fact that Canadians operate from a background andculture of law, justice, and ethics, and a willingness to notjust speak to the major playersbut also to the poor and disenfranchised.

Quality of Stakehoider EnzaLyement

ompanies believe they are perceived to be more willing to trust the broadergroups to help'in decision-making and implementing versus many Europea=-an firmns intent on higher levels of centralized control. Stakeholders prefer
upportive approach, and willingness to be involved in a constructive, non-way. Canadian firms are seen as straightforward and honest in dealing withunities with a demonstrated support for developing an educated workforce asincrease citizen participation over the long-terni. Canadian representatives'
to share ownership, and/or hand over the lead over the course of project

it is also seen as advantageous.

,anadian and international standards, as well as a uniquely
ss, to the communities and countries ini which they operate.

transfer good practices, to promote higher standards and

da's
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Recommendations

1. Government to Business
Provide a Framework to Model and Reward Positive Business
Contributions

Consultations indicate that Canadian businesses believe they are niaking importantinroads and developing competitive advantage by increasing citizen engagement anddemocratic development through a combination of actively sharing and investing in bestpractices (environmental, legal, social, economic) and seeking to engage stakeholders inlong-terni retationships in developing country operations.

However, opportunity exists to strengthen understanding and promotion of the businesscase for sustainable practices, and to strengthen other components of the business casesuch as the development of management and measurement systems, Ieveling the playingfield, growing capital markets support and consumer support, and increasing NGOaccountability. In addition, there is opportunity to encourage building managementsystems to support accountability and transparency in the long tern.

Encourage a Poliîcvo Engtme

and current governnient policy,
gement in developing countries.
and stakeholder engagement

md invested in aggressively by
mportant for both engagement,
ing of a key Canadian corporate



Encourage the Develo-m-ent of Comprehensive Management Systems for Codes of
Conduct

Build on the development of stakeholder management systemn and dovetail these with
current financial and other management systems. These comprehensive practices will
support business in meeting due diligence requirements, reducing risk, and creating new
opportunities for innovation and engagement. In addition, this also creates the potential
for governiment to consider additional options related to Codes and their verification
processes that can be met and managed by business because this fouridation work bas
been prcviously put in place.

Encoura2e Focus on Maximizin2 Net Sustainable Value Added

Encouraging management systems that focus on ail aspects of sustainability (economic,
social, and environmental) and on finding the right balance to maximize net sustainable
value added will deliver the greatest contribution to buman developmnent, and does the
most to achieve short and long terni shareholder value. With management systemns in
place to manage this the stage is set for effective legisiation of sustainable practices if
and when that may happen.

Encourage Accountability and Transparency

The above recommendations encourage corporate accountability and transparency in
ways that seek both management and maximization of sustainable value added (across
economic, social, and environmental spheres) across business, government, NGO's and
other stakeholder groups. Legisiation does flot maximize this value. These approaches
serve to promote the business case, and allow for accelerated innovation, flexibility, and
creativity in the development of management and measurement systemns. Ini addition, they
<!nntiniip tn f l rln A%-l *1 -- L - --* - -I



companies lose to a competÎtor with lower standards even though the Canadian companymeets or exceed the higher Canadian or international standards. Corporate socialresponsibility is advantageous up to a point, but without the pressure to level the playingfield, benefits can top out and stifle incentives. Raising Canadian standards legaill orunilaterally right now wilI neither help meet Canadian foreign policy development goalsnor help Canadian business nor enhance our international influence.

Leverag7e Team Canada Missions to Promote Good Practitioners. Practices

Provide country specific information packages on corporate social responsibility andcorporate sustainability. Leverage the Sustainability and Stakeholder Management Guidefor use across sectors to increase understanding, consistency, and adherence to best
practices.

Some Speciic Recommendations

Develop a Sustainability and Stakeholder Management Guide in conjunction with
Ieading business practitioners and NGO's. Specifically:

- demonstrate the business case for implementation of sustainable business
practices that simultaneously help achieve foreign policy goals

- outline the key success factors, benefits, challenges, models, terminology indeveloping stakehoider engagement management systems and Sustainability
management systems to maximize net sustainable value-added

- outline qualitative and quantitative Canadian and international standards
- outline case studies of Canadian best practices in différent industries,

demonstrating step by step efforts
- outline tools available to promote stakeholder relationships and management

systems
- develop an interactive website (for example, addition to Strategis.ca site)- promote use of the Guide through government and business agencies and



Sponsor international Conferences, National Fora on Sustainable Development,Stakeholder Management, Measuremnent and Accountability, etc:

- bring attention to Canadian practices and put these issues on the radar screenin Canada
- promnote cross sector participation
- work to raise global standards by building knowledge and capacity ofbusiness, governmrrent, and other actors in other counitries to address theseissues and this business opportunity (which in turn helps upwardly level thenlavincr fiépIrhý



Recommendations

1. Government to Government
Promote and Educate Domestic and Foreign Govemments

The governiment is seen to be open to *working effectively with international agencies,and provides strong traditional support for Canadian business in developing countries.There is an opportunity to increase understanding by DFAIT representatives onsustainable development and stakeholder issues to provide more substantive influence tohost country governments and to support to Canadian companies in-country as theseissues grow in importance.

Concern exists about the potential over-promotion of 'Canadian Values' whenInternational Standards are more globally applicable, measurable, and acceptable andthere must be respect for local systems and normns. Canadian companies agree that whilethe Canadian approach is very well respected, something in which they take pride asgenerally this is seen as inclusive and ethical, there is an important difference betweenthe values of the Canadian people and companies, the broader international standardsthey must continually strive towards, and the realities of the social, economic, and

,ate, promote, and influence at the government-
ountry governments will embrace these positive
;itive outcomes for the country and its citizens,
?resentatives can better communicate this more
'anadian business. The Canadian government
ating beyond international standards in ternis of
batties that may emerge will be worth thc extra
otherwise go towards influencing positive



and international codes based on excellent Canadian, practices. Pressure IFIs and other
world and multilateral bodies to recognize and understand the importance of action in the
broader, longer terni and the growing implications for the developing world.

Bulid on Canadian Reputation with the Encouragement of Sustainable Practices

By focusing on a level playing field at the international level, Canada maintains its
position of familiarity and reputation as a second-tier nation that does flot force standards
but leads progressively to constantly raising the bar in a sustainable way in which ail
countries can be involved. This approach, combined with its encouragement of Canadian
companies working with businesses in developing countries, raises standards and
maximizes social, economic, and environrental benefits in the course of regular
operations. This demonstrates a dual approach that is mindful of developing country
concerns and builds on Canadian competitive advantages as outlined previously.

Track Canadian Competitiveness in terms of Sustainabllity Practices

Put systems in place to track Canadian corporate competitive advantages in terms of
sustainability as a means to focus Canadian diplomatic efforts in areas of Canadian
strength in terrns of raising international standards. This is in line with current
governînent efforts to track Canadian competitiveness, with the exception that this would
track a type of progress within each industry and across industries, rather than an industry
itself. Such a strategy would ensure greater political support across stakeholder groups
for Canadian diplomatic efforts: for example, business is supportive as it supports
progress in its areas of competitive advantage, while NOOs are supportive in that the
government is seeking to advance the Sustainability agenda. This is in contrast to, the
current government positioning, which is often 'between a rock and a bard place'.

Provide Tralin

Champion and provide training on the importance of sustainable development andstakeholder management issues as a competitive and societal advantage to DFAIT, other
domestic and in-country personnel to provide more substantive support to companies.
Educate and promote on the business case and downstream benefits at the government-
to-government level to influence developing country governiments to be supportive of
these positive practices.

Consuit Across Sectors

Continue to consult with business and the NGO sector. Model participative practices andplay an active role in fostering business-public partnerships. Promote collaborative
approaches between organizations. Support pilot projects, innovative alternatives, andprojects to improve and systematize stakeholder engagement and to develop crediblemechanisms for business-NGQ collaboration (Le. management systems).



Recommendations

111. Government to NGOs
Support Capacity Development and Accountability of the NGO Sector

There is much attention being paid today to the catis by NGOs for the need for externat
verification of corporate operations by NGOs themselves. In principle, companies
interviewed are flot opposed to verification of sustainability or stakeholder management
systems and some are either actively engaged in the development of third-party
verification systems, or already have some components in place. Regarding the rote of
NGOs however, concernis exist.

Corporations generalty encourage movemnent towards more systemnatic sustainability
management systems and stakeholder engagement management systemns,. and their
uttimate verification by third parties (not necessarily NGOs, but indeed a mix of
traditionat and non-traditional stakeholders), but are opposed to immediate legistation of
this practice. The sense is that immediate legistation could flot be effectively
implementcd, and that resources would be better spend over the imnmediate years in
building corporate, governiment, and NGO infrastructures to be both prepared for longer
termn global international taw and standards, and prepared to compete and contribute in a
global economy that fiully factors sustainability.

Conceros Re27ardin2 the Role of NGOs - Accountability. Stakeholder Priority.
Joint Responsibillty

Accou ntability

" The perception that NGOs do not currently meet same standards of public
accountability that companies must.

" When engaged by corporations, NGOs often lack capacity, expertise, and perspective
to contribute significantly to solutions, and are still finding this rote to be difficuit.

" An increasing number of cases of NGOs putting forward their own unverified
information - proven to be inaccurate - into the public domain at the expense of
companies. NGOs must also be held accountable for their actions and must be
prepared to be as transparent and accounitable as business. Today, NOOs have public
trust but are lacking in management systems to ensure credibility on thc
accountability front.

" For the above reasons, the companies' perspective is that NGOs themselves are flot
equipped for the legistation they wish to sec enacted (regardless of thc menit of their
proposais on a long term basis).

Stakeholder Prlorlty

*Canadian NGOs often do not directly represent thc intcrest of stakeholders who are
most dircctly affected or most directly affect corporate operations. Canadian
companies prefer to deat directly with local actors, be they NGOs, community



representatives, religlous organizations, etc. Furthermore, imposed standards by
Canadian NOOs Iargely removed fromn direct activities, or extended Canadian law,
may flot resuit in the maximized contribution to human sustainable development.

" This raises the issue to what extent Canadian NGOs should be involved in dialogue,
and participation in any formai verification, particularly legislated verification, if they
are flot a key stakeholder where the company is operating? In the majority of cases
there are no Canadian NGOs present to serve in such a rote, and if they are present
are stili not likely to be the best stakeholders for this role.

" Canadian companies interviewed feel the best way to determine the maximum
balancing of social, economic, and environmental is to work primarily with key
stakeholders and experts as NOOs are largely flot considered to have the required
expertise.

Joint Responsibllity and Verification, Versus Looklng over the Corporate Shoulder

" Business considers that an expected outeome of stakeholder engagement are
devisions that are understood and agreed to as far as possible with key parties, and
that involve solutions that allocate tasks and joint responsibilities not just to the
corporation but to many or all stakeholders.

* As such, business views these efforts as 'joint ventures' with stakeholders to achieve
maximum net-sustainable value added. In accordance, any envisioning of
verification systems (legislated or not Iegislated) would not only have third-parties
verifying corporate actions and reporting of those actions, but also of verification
systems that demonstrate each of the stakeholders' progress towards their
responsibilities (L.e. verify the NOOs or other actors).

* In the case of failure to meet sustainable value goals, this may flot be of any fault of
the comnpany - emerging frameworks must, be able to detect and reflect this.
Furthermore, corporations already face vigorous accountability across a wide
spectrum of fields.

" Agreement to inteRrate stakeholders into inint ,anliitinnQ ~ilm.ntatinn mifo o



expertise and experience. Change must occur in the broader context, within NGOs as
weII as business, before significant steps forward in achieving human development goals
will be reached, and before any potential future legisiation can be effective. Without this
clear communication government will find itself between the 'red-lines' of negotiating
parties with tittie chance of bridging the divides and making true forward progress.

Work wîth NGO's to Develop Management Frameworks and Expertise

Beyond communication, work with NGOs in similar ways to suggestions for working
with corporations to encourage development of the required management frameworks
and expertise (beyond what is mentioned above, many of the same challenges (and often-
times greater challenges) face Canadian and foreign NGOs - bribery and corruption
within NGOs, failure to achieve resuits, failure to properly engage stakeholders...)

Promote NGO - Business Dialogues. Collaborative Efforts

Act as a catalyst for business-NGO dialogue, working together towards understanding the
challenges each face and the complications and rewards of collaboration for solution
building. Encourage the development of more systematic and credible approaches to
stakeholder management (by both NGOs and business, and in collaboration with one
another where appropriate) and maximizing net sustainable value added.

Specilfic Recommendations

" Support research of international best practices on NGO accountability and

stakeholder engagement. Promote Canadian leadership examples where possible.

" Encourage collaborative efforts with business to identify pilot projects, to grow
mutual understanding and benefits, capacity building and experience to, help shape
systematic and credible processes and management systems.

" Include NOOs in international business conférences and national foruims.





Appendix 1. Guiding Questions for Consultations

A. What do you see as the positive contributions of Canadian corporations in emerging
economies, particularly in reference to citizen engagement and democratic development:

A. 1. What is the positive contributions of Canadian corporations in emerging
economies: economically, environmentally, and socially?

A.2. What in particular is the positive contribution of Canadian corporations to
democratic development and citizen participation in the non-democratic or newly
democratic nations where tbey operate?

A.3. What, if any, are the overali competitive advantages of Canadian companies vis-
à-vis foreign firms in this field?

Suggestions for improvements to Canada's foreign policy to support corporate activity:

B. 1. In what ways does the implementation of Canada's foreign policy support the
positive contributions of Canadian companies, or support those companies who
contribute to Canada's foreign policy goals?

B.2. What are the weaknesses of Canadian foreign policy in this regard?

B.3. How can Canada's foreign policy be enhanced to: 1) support companies active in
meeting a broad range of corporate responsibilities, and 2) act as a catalyst for other
companies to do the samne? More specifically:

Are there areas of policy research or specific initiatives that the govemment might
undertake to assist the private sector in developing appropriate CSR (corporate social
responsibility) mechanisms, for example, the development of a "guide for Canadian
companies operating overseas"? Could Canada's overseas missions play a role?

On certain vexed issues, such as the role of husinesses in conflict prevention and the
promotion of good governance, is there, and what might be an effective rote for
govemments, and/or alternatively, the international community?

Should the federal government take the lead in initiating policies which would make the
observance of certain CSR guidelines a condition for business participation in
government-initiated activities such as Team Canada visits, government contracts?

Should CSR considerations be included in trade negotiations and/or agreements?

Should the federal government be working with international organizations to, develop
voluntary codes of conduct for business that can be promoted internationally?

.20



What is the rote of other partners and stakeholders in CSR initiatives? Is there a useful
role for government in fostering business-public interest partnerships?

8.4. What rote, if any, can corporate initiatives such as the International Code of
Ethics for Canadian Business, Sustainability or Triple Bottom LUne management systems
and reporting play in such efforts, and within what corresponding government
framework?

What is the significance for business operations of having an industry-wide or country-
specific company code? Are these mechanisms helpful and/or useful in terms of actual
operations on the ground?

B.5. How can Canadian competitive advantages in this field be further supported?



APPENDIX Il - List of Participants

Calgary Roundtable:
Host: Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd.
Alberta Economic Development
Alberta Energy Company Ltd.
Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters
Davnor Water Treatment Technologies Ltd.
Enbridge International
Export Development Corporation
Komex Environmental Ltd.
PLAN:NET (CAD Vision Development Corporation)
Talisman Energy Ino.
University of Calgary CARA Project

Vancouver Roundtable:
Host: Placer Dome Exploration
BC Hydro International ltd.
Canada Asia Network
Capilano College
CoDevelopment Canada
Golder Associates
Mountain Equipment Co-op

Interviews:
Bata Shoe Organization
Bell Canada Enterprises lnc.
Canadian Council for International Co-operation
Dow Chemicals Company
Falconbrldge Limited
Hatfield Consultants Ltd.
Inco Ltd.
KPMG International
Noranda Inc.
Nortel Networks Lirnited
Petro Canada
Pollutech Environmental Limited
Rio Algom Limited
Tiomin Resources Inc.
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SELECTED CCFPD REPORTS F'ROM 2000-2001

Cirnflict Prevention and Peacebuliding
Report from the Roundtable: Judges and Peace Operations. CCFPD. March 9, 2001.

Renewing Partnerships for the Prevention of Armed Conflict: Options to Enhance Rapid Deployment and

Initiate a UN Standing Emergency Capability. Peter Langie, Global Human Security Ideas and

Initiatives. Faîl 2000.

Report from the Roundtable on Expert Deployment to, International Peace Operations. CCFPD.

Septemnber 12, 2000.

Canadian Peacebuilding in the Middle East: Case Study of the Canada Fund in Israel/Palestine and

Jordan. Tami Amanda Jacoby, University of Manitoba. Fail 2000.

Les enterprises canadiennes et la consolidation de la paix. Jean-Francois Rioux, Francisco-José Valiente,

and Christian Geiser, Université du Québec a Montréal. Le 31 octobre 2000.

Nuclear Weapons and Small Arm
The Ottawa Group Report on Small Amis, Light Weapons (SALW) and Non-State Actors. CCFPD and

Centre for Defence Studies. November 7-8, 2000.

Ballistie Missiles Foreign Experts Roundtable Report. Ernie Regehr, Project Ploughshares and CCFPD.

March 30, 2000.

NATO-Nuclear Weapons Roundtable Report. CCFPD. August 24-25, 2000.

Small Arms and the OAS Roundtable Report. CCFPD. April 28,2000.

Examen des récentes initiatives gouvernementales et d'ONG concernant les armes légères et évaluation

de leur éfficacité: proposition pour un indice de sécurité individuelle (ISI). Frances Gaudreault et ai. été

2000.

Globalization and Firearms: A Public Health Perspective. Wendy Cukier et al. Fali 2000.

Borders
Perspectives on the Borderless World: Issues for Canada. Heather Nicol and Ian Townsend-Gault. Fal

2000.

New Diplomacy
Report from the Roundtable on Just War and Genocide. CCFPD. December 8-9, 2000.

Report from the Ottawa Roundtable for the International Commission on Intervention and State

Sovereignty (ICISS). CCFPD. January 15, 2001.
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Children 's Rights
Children and Violent Conflict: Meeting the Challenge of Diversity. Erin Baines, Dalhousie University;
Barry Burciul, University of Toronto. Summer 2000.

Business and Labour
Canadian Firms, Canadian Values. Canadian Business for Social Responsibility. May 2000.

Law
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